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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
a. This event is authorized in accordance with CAPR 60-2 “Pilot Flight Clinics” designed to promote pilot
proficiency and enhance flying safety.
b. Host Unit ....................................
c. Mission Symbol ......................... A7
d. WMIRS Mission Number ..........
e. Start Date ....................................
f. End Date .....................................
g. Training Capacity .......................
h. Restrictions .................................
i. Financial
i. Funding ........................
ii. Event Tuition ...............
iii. Any CAP pilot may attend a clinic; however, only flights for qualified pilots can be paid with
appropriated training funds.
iv. Planning Factors (See http://www.100ll.com/ for average south Central U.S. fuel prices.)

j.
k.
l.
m.

n.

o.
p.

q.

r.

s.

TYPE

PPH

$/GAL

$/HR

C172
GA8
C182

7
9
13

$5.78
$5.78
$5.78

$40.46
$52.08
$75.14

Military Support ......................... N/A
Other agency participation ......... N/A
OES Training Number ................ N/A
Communications
i. Mission Base ................. (If used) Radio communications will be coordinated with the Activity
Director and will be maintained by qualified radio operators using the
home unit communications equipment.
ii. Flight Line Teams ......... (If used) Approved hand held radios.
iii. Aircraft .......................... Aircraft must have functioning FAA standard radios.
iv. High Bird ..................... (If used) Aircraft must have functioning FAA standard radios
Ground School Location:
i. Name .............................
ii. Address .........................
iii. Airport...........................
iv. Building # .....................
v. Remarks ........................
Flight Operations
i. Location ........................
ii. Remarks ........................
Activity Director
i. Name .............................
ii. Email .............................
iii. Phone ............................
Flight Release Officer
i. Name .............................
ii. E-Mail ...........................
iii. Phone ............................
Timing
i. Application Deadline ....
ii. Early Arrival .................
iii. Normal Arrival ..............
iv. Sign-In/Registration ......
v. General Briefing ...........
vi. Ground School ..............
vii. Air Sorties .....................
viii. Alternate Dates .............
Mission Closeout ........................ NLT 1800L,
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2.

GENERAL
a. Event Tuition .............................
b. Type of Training CAP’s Pilot Flight Clinic program has been established to promote pilot proficiency
and enhance flying safety. Flight clinics offer excellent opportunities for pilots to improve their flying skills
and catch up on the latest procedures and techniques. As a minimum, flight clinics will include ground
instruction and usually include airborne instruction. P articipation in a clinic counts towards safety
education.
c. Host Unit and Ground School Location
i. Name .............................
ii. Address .........................
iii. Airport...........................
iv. Building ........................
v. Remarks ........................
d. Primary Dates & Times
i. Early Arrival .................
ii. Normal Arrival ..............
iii. Sign-In/Registration ......
iv. General Briefing ...........
v. Ground School ..............
vi. Air Sorties .....................
e. Alternate dates...........................
f. USAF funding ............................
g. Mission Symbol ........................ A7
h. WMIRS Mission Number ........
i. OES Training Number ............. N/A
j. Activity Director
i. Name ............................
ii. Email .............................
iii. Phone ............................
3. NOTIFICATION AND APPLICATION
a. Notification of training
Texas Wing Calendar http://www.txwgcap.org/calendar/
b. Qualification requirements
i. Restrictions ..................
ii. Training capacity ........
iii. Aircraft Corporate aircraft only.
iv. Minimum requirements Consistent with para. 3.b.i restrictions, clinic participation is available to
all qualified CAP pilots including those who are not current. Any CAP pilot may attend a clinic;
however, only flights for qualified pilots can be paid with appropriated training funds. Flight
clinics are not held to upgrade observers or pilots to search and rescue qualification or prepare
student pilots for a private pilot certificate.
v. Training enrollment procedures ALL applicants must send their TXWGF 17a, “Application for
Senior Member Activity”, to their Commanding Officer who will forward the completed
TXWGF17a to the Activity Director via email not later than
Hand
carried
TXWGF17a may be approved by the Activity Director on a case by case basis.
vi. TXWGF 17a
1. Submission Deadline ...
2. Fill applicable blocks. The form must indicate current mission specialties (CAPF 101)
and training that is being requested, as a minimum.
3. All members indicate a preferred valid email address in Block 22.
4. Each applicant should follow up with their Commander to insure timely transmission of
their application.
vii. Senior Members Anyone wishing to participate as a member of the mission staff must notify the
Activity Director by submitting a TXWGF 17a.
1. The TXWG 17a must indicate current mission specialties and what training is being
requested.
2. All members indicate a preferred valid email address in Block 22.
viii. Cadets Cadets are authorized to participate in any training permitted by regulation. Cadets must
be properly supervised as required by regulation.
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4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

TRAINING DESCRIPTION
a. Ground Phase. The Ground Phase is the academic portion designed to increase a pilot’s understanding of
the principles of flight, rules of flight and other subjects that directly affect safe flight operations. The
typical ground school outlined in the Flight Clinic Checklist may be modified to satisfy the unique needs of
individual wings or regions, but must include instruction in Flight Rules and Regulations, Flight
Procedures, Flight Operations and Safety as related to aircraft ground handling, regional geographic
operation, flight performance and risk management.
b. Flight Phase. The Flight Phase is the comprehensive airmanship portion of the training that requires the
accomplishment of the in-flight maneuvers necessary to operate an aircraft safely. All instructional flights
must be conducted with a CAP check pilot or a CAP instructor pilot. Other events such as FAA Flight
Reviews, CAPF 5 evaluation flights, instrument proficiency checks, etc., may be included as time and
funds permit. Instructional flights should be limited to approximately 1 hour to accommodate as many
participants as possible.
i. Flying training for participating pilots is provided at 1 hour each.
ii. Additional flight time expenses will be charged to the participant.
iii. General briefing will be held at..
All participating members are expected to attend.
TRAINING OBJECTIVES
a. Primary training objectives The primary purpose of this course is to improve CAP pilots’ basic flight
skills. Each applicant is expected to complete any on-line training prior to the course.
b. On-line Training Internet links
i. GA8 Airvan
https://missions.capnhq.gov/ops/dot/school/GA8cfm/index.cfm.
ii. CAP G1000
http://www.capmembers.com/emergency_services/operations/links_to_operations_resources/capgarmin-g-1000-glass-cockpits/
iii. Aspen Training
https://www.capnhq.gov/CAP.OpsQuals.Web/TrainingMaterial/TrainingMaterial.aspx
TRAINING SYLLABUS
See ATTACHMENT A
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
a. Location......................................
b. Remarks .....................................
c. The training will be open until .
d. The deadline to have all the flying and paperwork finalized is the date of the flight NLT 2100 local.
e. Aviation Resource Participation Requirements
i. Completed CAPF 71 within 24 hours of participation.
ii. Aircraft should have at least 20 hours available prior to required oil change or major routine
maintenance.
iii. Aircraft must not have any primary avionics or landing gear deferrals.
iv. Special attention to tire and brake condition is required. Aircraft tire and braking system
maintenance must be resolved prior to participation.
f. Inbound Sorties
i. Earliest arrival time .......
ii. Latest arrival time .........
g. Outbound Sorties
i. Outbound sorties must be released by an appointed FRO.
ii. Approved outbound sorties must be training sorties.
h. Additional questions may be directed to the Activity Director.
GROUND OPERATIONS
a. All vehicles to be utilized will undergo a safety, administrative and logistics / equipment inspection upon
being signed into the mission. Drivers are responsible for assuring that all documentation is out and
available.
b. All vehicles used in the mission shall have first aid kits on board. No vehicle shall be driven at a speed
greater than permitted by law or National directive while on a sortie. All passengers and the driver shall
wear seatbelts at all times while the vehicle is in motion.
c. The vehicle operator for the event will ensure that fuel receipts are captured for each sortie and uploaded
into WMIRS. Vehicles will be refueled after each sortie – or the reason for not refueling must be noted on
the CAPF 109.
MISSION SORTIES
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Flight Phase The flight Phase is the comprehensive airmanship portion of the training that requires the
accomplishment of the in-flight maneuvers necessary to operate an aircraft safely. All instructional flights
must be conducted with a CAP check pilot or a CAP instructor pilot. O ther events such as FAA Flight
Reviews, CAPF5/91 evaluation flights, instrument proficiency checks, etc., may be included as time and
funds permit. Instructional flights should be limited to approximately 1 hour to accommodate as many
participants as possible.
i. Crew Composition Each aircrew will have as a minimum, a qualified mission pilot and an
instructor and/or check pilot.
ii. Route/grids to be utilized All grids to be flown will be within approximately 30 minutes flying
time of the departure airport and may be in uncontrolled airspace as much as possible. An
appropriate sectional(electronic or paper) will be required for all air operations personnel. The
Standardized Latitude/Longitude Grid systems will be used for this training.
iii. Anticipated average sortie length One Hour
iv. Alternate airfields and mission recall procedures Selection of search areas will consider the
availability of emergency fields. Alternate Airfields will be selected for each sortie, as required.
v. Flight Line operations All personnel will be responsible to enter and exit the aircraft ramp areas
with extreme caution.
vi. Flight Scheduling Flight assignments and crew assignments will be coordinated by school staff
and examiners. All aircraft reservations will be accomplished in CAPERS and WMIRS.
vii. Flight Management Procedures Status boards, of any kind will not be maintained.
viii. Flight Briefings All checklists will be utilized to include IM SAFE. Pilots will obtain area
specific briefings (grids, routes to be flown, etc) from their Instructor Pilot, and will accomplish a
Flight Release Briefing from an approved Flight Release Officer.
ix. Fuel Receipt Tracking Inbound and Outbound sortie paperwork will be provided to the Activity
Director or scanned and uploaded into WMIRS within 24 hours. The Activity Director for the
event will insure that fuel receipts are captured for each sortie and upload into WMIRS.
x. Flight Debriefings Pilots must refuel and obtain a paid receipt after each sortie – or reasons for
not refueling must be noted on the electronic CAPF e104. Adjustments may be made to facility
weight and balance issues, without comment. The PIC of each returning sortie will conduct the
debriefing including completion of the e104 in WMIRS. Input the Tach time, Hobbs time and
maintenance information in CAPERS and WMIRS.
Failure to complete timely CAPERS and WMIRS data input will result in an UNFUNDED
mission.
b. Flight Line Operations and Safety Considerations
SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT – If you don’t know, don’t go.
i. When flight line personnel are in control of the flight line, all pilots will follow the instructions of
the flight line personnel consistent with prudent aircraft operations.
ii. When flight line personnel are not available, aircrews will proceed with caution.
iii. Operable flashlights will be used during times of darkness.
COMMUNICATIONS
a. Mission Base .............................. (If used) Radio communications will be coordinated with the Activity
Director and will be maintained by qualified radio operators using the home unit communications
equipment.
b. Flight Line Teams ..................... (If used) Approved hand held radios.
c. Aircraft....................................... Aircraft must have functioning FAA standard radios.
d. High Bird .................................. (If used) Aircraft must have functioning FAA standard radios
CADET PARTICIPATION
Cadets are authorized to participate in any training permitted by regulation. Cadets must be properly supervised as
required by regulation.
SAFETY
SAFETY ISN'T JUST A SLOGAN
IT'S A WAY OF LIFE IN CIVIL AIR PATROL
All prescribed safety and functional checklists will be used and adhered to. Safety briefings will be done before all
activities. To include ORM’s, local hospital and 911 information, emergency plans, etc. Major emphasis will be
given to safety and how it is woven into the fabric of all we do.
STAFF REQUIREMENTS
Anyone wanting to apply to work on, or train for a Mission Staff position should submit Texas Form 17a to the
Activity Director. Include current ES certified positions and desired assignment and training positions.
UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS
a. Mission Staff Any approved CAP uniform.
b. Aircrews Flight Suit, or other approved CAP flight uniform.
a.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
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c. Flight Line Teams Woodland BDU’s or other approved CAP uniform.
15. ADMINISTRATION
a. Sign-in Location and Procedures
All participating members will sign in upon arrival.
b. Credential verification procedures
All participants must have a current CAP membership ID card and a current 101 card with a minimum of a
General ES qualification.
c. Resource listing
i. Aircraft Scheduled through CAPERS and WMIRS.
ii. Vehicles All corporate vehicles will be kept in the possession of the requestor.
d. Forms/documents
All members must bring current CAP ID, Form 101 and applicable SQTRs. Members must use ORM forms
and will upload these in WMIRS with their e104s. W/B forms will be uploaded into WMIRS.
e. Enrollment & other fees
16. FACILITIES
a. Ground School location
i. Name .............................
ii. Address .........................
iii. Airport...........................
iv. Building ........................
v. Remarks ........................
b. Aircraft Operations ...................
Remarks .......................
c. Aircraft Parking ........................ Information furnished by Host Unit Activity Director.
d. Telephone Access ....................... Cellular, Primary
17. LOGISTICS
a. Aircraft Support ........................ Fueling will be available for purchase at the FBO.
b. Training support ....................... Flight Instructors and Check Pilots Examiners will be available.
c. Billeting ...................................... See http://www.airnav.com/ for local hotel and transportation availability.
d. Messing ....................................... The meal plans will be announced at the general briefing.
e. Medical Facilities ....................... In cases of a medical emergency, EMS will be notified via 911.
f. Transportation........................... See http://www.airnav.com/ for local ground transportation availability
18. MILITARY SUPPORT...........................
19. OTHER AGENCY PARTICIPATION .
20. PUBLIC INFORMATION ACTIVITY
The Public Information Officer or designee will accompany all non-CAP visitors. All requests for interviews or
photos will be routed through the DO. The PIO shall attempt to keep local coverage of the training away from
television and newspapers. Mission air and ground crews shall refrain from unauthorized media interviews.
Members shall be briefed to be sensitive to the discussion of any national emergency data, if applicable to flight
operations.
21. CONTINGENCIES
a. Disaster or REDCAP Training may be suspended or terminated, and CAP resources reassigned, at the
direction of the TXWG/DO and/or TXWG/CC.
b. Adverse weather In the event of adverse weather, training will be canceled with 24 hours notice. Posting
will be made by e-mail.
c. Mishap In the event of a r eportable mishap, the participants involved will initiate the paperwork in
compliance with CAPR 62-2.
22. ADMINISTRATIVE PAPERWORK
a. WMIRS/CAPERS requirements for funded or unfunded training
b. Completed Form e104 for each air sortie.
c. AIF ORM (aircrew) uploaded into WMIRS for each air sortie.
d. Weight and Balance calculation sheet uploaded into WMIRS for each air sortie.
e. TXWGF 8 ORM Activity Worksheet uploaded into WMIRS Mission by the Activity Director
f. Sign-in sheet. All participants are required to use the provided sign-in sheet.
g. Every sortie reservation must be entered into CAPERS and WMIRS. Unused reservations will be removed
from CAPERS and WMIRS in order to reduce/remove electronic conflicts.
h. Each air sortie will be closed out with applicable inputs in CAPERS and WMIRS during each sortie
debriefing.
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ATTACHMENT A
FLIGHT CLINIC CHECKLIST
1. Establish a tentative date for the clinic.
2. Poll squadrons within the wing to determine an approximate attendance.
3. Suggested sources for instructors for ground classes
a. Wing/ region membership
b. FAA FSDO/FAAS Team Representatives
c. Flight Service Station
d. Weather Bureau
e. AOPA
f. State Aeronautics Commission
g. Fixed Base Operators
h. Air Force Safety Officers
i. CAP-USAF Pilots
j. CAP Safety Professionals
4. Arrange for flight instructors.
5. Finalize the date and place of the clinic.
6. Suggested Ground School Curriculum. (Classes must include instruction in each of the four major areas listed
below. Instructors can choose one or more subjects per area and are encouraged to use scenario-based training when
appropriate. The curriculum remains flexible for instructors to include other topics within a major area.)
a. Flight Rules and Regulations `
i. CAPR 60-1
ii. FAA regulations
iii. Local procedures and issues
iv. Special Emphasis Items (SII)
b. Flight Procedures
i. Navigation
ii. VFR/ IFR procedures
iii. Terminal area procedures
iv. Weather
v. Flight planning/ flight plans
c. Flight Operations
i. Checklists
ii. Aircraft performance review (weight & balance)
iii. Ground/ airborne, landing emergencies
iv. Crosswind landing limits and landing techniques
v. WMIRS/ OPS QUAL/ flight release
d. Safety
i. Safety Education Validation
ii. Operational Risk Safety Briefing
iii. Risk Management Procedures
iv. Check ride and safety trend analysis
v. Bird Avoidance & USAF Avian Hazard Avoidance System (www.usahas.com)
vi. Aircraft ground handling video (available for download)
vii. Crew Resource Management (CRM) video (available for download)
viii. Mountain Flying
ix. Marginal Weather Flying
x. Aircraft Preflight and Post Flight Inspection Requirements
7. Suggested Flight Profiles Use profiles from the FAA WINGS program and have participating pilots pre-select one
prior to attending the Flight Clinic.
8. Have all participants fill out the attendance roster at the start of the ground phase.
9. Complete the flight portion and have each pilot sign the attendance roster to certify completion of applicable phases
of the clinic.
10. Have wing commander or designee review the WMIRS e108 and certify, by approving the WMIRS e108, that only
CAP pilots are submitted for reimbursement who have completed the ground portion or ground and air portion.
11. Enter the Flight Clinic Attendance & Final Report Worksheet information into WMIRS to include scanned copies of
each.
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ATTACHMENT B
Flight Clinic ‒ Attendance Roster and Certification of Participation WORKSHEET
CLINIC HELD ON:

SPONSORED BY:

NOTE: In order to obtain safety education credit, each pilot in attendance must sign below. After-flight phase
entries include flight time (FT) and nature of flight [e.g., general proficiency (GP), FAA flight review (FR), FAA
instrument proficiency check (IPC) or Form 5 (F5)] Example: 0.9/GP

Typed/Printed Name & Signature

Date

CAPID *

Charter
No.

After-flight
Phase
(See note above)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
* This pilot attended at own expense due to ineligibility for appropriated training funds.
Activity Director Certification: I certify that the above listed individuals have completed the ground or ground & air phases of
the flight clinic and are eligible for appropriated reimbursement.
Activity Director Typed/Printed Name & Signature (below):
______________________________________________________________________________
Notice: Data from this worksheet and a scanned PDF of this worksheet will be loaded into WMIRS.
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ATTACHMENT C
FLIGHT CLINIC ‒ FINAL REPORT WORKSHEET
Date:

Unit/Wing Sponsoring Flight Clinic:

Location of Flight Clinic:

Date of Ground Phase:

Date of Flight Phase

Number of CAP Pilots Completing Both Phases of
Flight Clinic

Summary of Events

List of Ground and Flight Instructors and Their Qualifications

Name of Flight Clinic Activity Director

PLEASE COMPLETE WMIRS ENTRIES WITHIN 7 DAYS AFTER CLINIC COMPLETION
Notice: Data from this worksheet and a scanned PDF of this worksheet will be loaded into WMIRS.
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